Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim to discuss
unite of the Islamic nation to face the challenges with Syrian Grand
Mufti

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, with the Grand Mufti of the
Syrian Arab Republic, Sheikh Dr. Ahmad Badralddin Hassoun and his accompanying delegation to
discussed to unite the Islamic nation to face the challenges.

\r\n

His Eminence at his office in Baghdad received Grand Mufti of the Syrian Arab Republic,
Sheikh Dr. Ahmad Badralddin Hassoun and his accompanying delegation Wednesday, 05/10/2016.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stressed the importance of religious figures presence to assume a

genuine Islamic ideology and the spirit of moderation, tolerance and love, stressing the
need for similar figures responding to fanaticism and extremism, which afflict the world.

\r\n

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance, stated in his discussion that we as Muslim brothers,
sharing one message, one religion and one goal, stressing that the unity and openness a
major goals that require to have consistent and great efforts in addition to the need for
scholars to scale their speeches to the level of the challenges facing the nation and go
beyond denominational speech to the space of the Islamic nation.

\r\n

For his part, Grand Mufti Sheikh Ahmad Badralddin Hassoun emphasized the need to unite the
word of the Islamic nation to face the challenges before them, notably extremist groups that
are only concerned in the Grand bloodshed.

\r\n

His eminence noted that the crisis-ridden nation will not expire before all groups abandon
talking about themselves , and what is required today is meeting more about what unites us,
which is a lot much more than what divides us, stressing the fact that those who are unable
to defend his country will not defend his nation.
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